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We apply a recently emerging “virtual detector” method to general free-particle wave packets.
We discuss what is actually detected by a virtual detector and give analytical expressions in both
the real space and the momentum space. We prove that in the asymptotic limit when the time
difference between wave packet creation and detection is large, resembling real detection processes,
the obtained differential momentum distribution is equivalent to Fourier transforming the free-
particle wave packets. We further consider the situation with the presence of laser fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interaction between a strong laser field and gas-phase
atoms or molecules yields many important phenom-
ena and applications, such as multiphoton and above-
threshold ionization [1], nonsequential double ionization
[2], high-order harmonic generation [3, 4], attosecond
pulse generation[5], etc. In retrospect, it is kind of sur-
prising to see that a combination of long familiar ele-
ments, namely, photons and atoms, could have led to so
much new physics [6, 7] and pushed us into the unprece-
dented attosecond time domain [8].
Theoretical understandings of the interaction between
a strong laser field and an atomic or molecular target
rely heavily on numerical wave function calculations due
to the nonperturbative nature of the interaction. Such a
calculation usually imposes a heavy computational load,
especially when differential information is of interest, due
to the need of a large numerical grid to keep the wave
function, which may spread to hundreds to thousands of
atomic units in space driven by the strong laser field.
Attempts have been made to reduce the computation
load based on the observation that at large distances from
the ion core, the effect of the Coulomb potential is weak,
and the electron motion can be approximated as a free
particle driven by the laser field. Such motion can be
described analytically by a Volkov state [9] therefore fur-
ther numerical integrations are not needed. Examples
based on this approximation include a time-dependent
surface flux method proposed by Scrinzi and coworkers
[10, 11], and an analytical R-matrix method proposed by
Smirnova and coworkers [12–14].
Another method, called a virtual detector (VD)
method, proposed by Feuerstein and Thumm in the
strong-field regime [15], presents a radically different idea
of approaching the same goal of reducing the computa-
tion load. Instead of seeking more economic ways of cal-
culating or approximating the wave function evolving to
the end of the laser pulse, the VD method extracts de-
sired information (e.g., electron momentum distribution)
from the wave function as early as possible, long before
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the end of the pulse, then destroys the wave function
using for example an absorbing boundary. No large nu-
merical grid is thus needed to keep the ever spreading
wave function.
Based on the VDmethod, Wang et al. develop a hybrid
quantum mechanical and classical trajectory approach
that takes full account of the long range ion core Coulomb
potential [16]. In addition to being a tool of reducing
the computation load, the VD method is recently found
useful in helping to interpret strong-field ionization pro-
cesses, especially the controversial tunneling ionization
process. For example, Teeny et al. [17, 18] and Ni et
al. [19] use the VD method to extract tunnel-ionization-
related information such as tunneling time, tunneling
rate, position of tunneling exit, etc. Tian et al. [20]
solve the controversy of electron longitudinal momentum
at the tunneling exit [21, 22].
In this paper we apply the VD method to free-particle
wave packets. This seems to be a step back, since the VD
method has been applied to more complicated situations
involving the Coulomb potential, as cited above [16–20].
However, we point out that previous studies have been
mostly numerically oriented, and analytical insights are
lacking. For example, it is conjectured in [15] that the
differential momentum distributions of free-particle wave
packets obtained using the VD method should be equiv-
alent to Fourier transforming the wave packets, but no
general prove is given except for the special case of a one-
dimensional Gaussian wave packet. Such a general prove
will be given in this paper. Therefore the current paper
aims at providing more analytical insights into the VD
method.
The importance of considering free-particle wave pack-
ets is reinforced considering that the electron is largely a
free particle driven by the external laser field after being
detached from the atom, as explained above. A deeper
understanding on the virtual detection process of free-
particle wave packets is essential for any further usage or
development of the VD method.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we first
introduce the basis idea of the VD method (II-A), then
we explain what is actually detected by a VD, in both
the real space (II-B) and the momentum space (II-C,
II-D). We apply the VD method to general free-particle
wave packets and prove that the differential momentum
2distribution obtained by the VD method is equivalent
to Fourier transforming the wave packets (II-E, II-F). In
Section III we use a 1D Gaussian wave packet to help
the reader to better understand the VD method (III-A).
Then we consider the effect of the presence of a laser field
(III-B). A summary is given in Section IV.
II. THEORY AND MAIN RESULTS
A. Basic idea of the VD method
A virtual detector is an imaginary device that locates
at some fixed position in space and extracts information
from the wave function passing through it. The infor-
mation of interest usually includes the particle velocity
or momentum (the meaning of which will be explained
in detail later) and the probability current. Similarly, a
real detector also locates at some fixed position in space
and detects the probability current passing through it.
The differences between a virtual detector and a real
detector are also obvious. First, a virtual detection pro-
cess does not affect the wave function, whereas a real
detection process collapses the wave function. Second,
a virtual detector can be put anywhere in space, e.g.
microscopically close to an interaction center, whereas
a real detector always has a macroscopic distance from
the interaction center. Third, a virtual detector does not
have the realistic complications of a real detector, such
as detection efficiency, random noises, response time, etc.
The original goal of proposing the VD method is to re-
duce the computation load of calculating differential mo-
mentum distributions in strong-field processes, such as
molecular dissociation, atomic ionization, etc [15]. After
information extraction by the VDs, further wave function
evolution is not of concern so that it can be destroyed via
an absorbing boundary. Therefore a large numerical grid
is not needed to keep the whole wave function, which can
spread to a distance of hundreds to thousands of atomic
units.
A schematic illustration of the VD method is shown
in Fig. 1 for one dimension, and extension to two or
three dimensions is conceptually straightforward. A wave
packet is created in the interaction center, via e.g. strong-
field ionization, and it evolves as a function of time. A
VD is placed on each side to extract information from
the wave packet. After passing through the VDs, the
wave packet enters the absorbing boundary zone being
absorbed (destroyed) to avoid reflection.
B. Flow velocity of the probability fluid
A virtual detector extracts particle velocity (momen-
tum) from the wave packet. This velocity is understood
as the flow velocity of the probability fluid. If we write a
VDVD
numerical grid
absorbing
boundary
absorbing
boundary
wave packet
FIG. 1: Illustration of the virtual detector method in one
dimension. A wave packet is created near the center of the
numerical grid. A VD is placed each side, extracting informa-
tion from the wave packet. After passing through the VDs,
the wave enters the absorbing boundary zone being absorbed.
wave function in the polar form
Ψ(~r, t) = A(~r, t)eiφ(~r,t), (1)
with A(~r, t) and φ(~r, t) real functions and A(~r, t) ≥ 0,
then the probability density is
ρ(~r, t) = |Ψ(~r, t)|2 = A(~r, t)2, (2)
and the probability current can be shown as
~j(~r, t) =
ih¯
2m
[Ψ(~r, t)∇Ψ∗(~r, t)− c.c.]
= ρ(~r, t)
h¯
m
∇φ(~r, t). (3)
In analogy to the classical fluid equation ~j(~r, t) =
ρ(~r, t)~v(~r, t), one sees that the flow velocity is propor-
tional to the spatial gradient of the phase of the wave
function
~v(~r, t) =
h¯
m
∇φ(~r, t), or (4)
~p(~r, t) = h¯∇φ(~r, t), or (5)
~k(~r, t) = ∇φ(~r, t). (6)
These are the velocity/momentum/wave number ex-
tracted by a VD located at position ~r at time t. We
emphasize that it is legal and meaningful to talk about
the flow velocity at a fixed position, and the VD method
is therefore closely related to the field of quantum hy-
drodynamics [23] and trajectory formalisms of quantum
mechanics [24–27].
Another way of obtaining the flow velocity is to apply
the momentum operator to the wave function
pˆΨ(~r, t) = −ih¯∇Ψ(~r, t)
=
[
h¯∇φ(~r, t)− ih¯∇A(~r, t)
A(~r, t)
]
Ψ(~r, t), (7)
which yields a complex “eigenvalue”. The velocity asso-
ciated to the real part is exactly the flow velocity of Eq.
(4), and the velocity associated to the imaginary part is
called the Einstein osmotic velocity, related to quantum
diffusions.
3C. Flow velocity in the momentum space
To have a better understanding about the flow veloc-
ity of the probability fluid, we give its expression in the
momentum space. Assume a wave packet is created at
time t = 0, when it can be written as
Ψ(~r, t = 0) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
ψ˜(~k)ei
~k·~rd3~k, (8)
where ψ˜(~k) is the complex Fourier component. Then the
wave packet evolves with time according to
Ψ(~r, t) =
1
(2π)3/2
∫
ψ˜(~k)ei∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k, (9)
where we have defined
∆(~k,~r, t) ≡ ~k · ~r − ω(~k)t (10)
with ω(~k) the dispersion relation.
From Eqs. (1) and (9), we can get
eiφ(~r,t) =
1
A(~r, t)
1
(2π)3/2
∫
ψ˜(~k)ei∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k. (11)
Take logarithms of both sides and we get
iφ(~r, t) = ln
{∫
ψ˜(~k)ei∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k
}
− lnA(~r, t)− ln(2π)3/2. (12)
Then take the spatial gradient of the phase function
∇φ(~r, t) =
∫
~kψ˜(~k)ei∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k∫
ψ˜(~k)ei∆(~k,~r,t)d3~k
+ i
∇A(~r, t)
A(~r, t)
. (13)
Because φ(~r, t) and A(~r, t) are both real functions, we
conclude that the imaginary part of the first term on the
right hand side must cancel the second term (the proof
of this point can be done easily which will not be shown
here). Then we have
∇φ(~r, t) = Re
{∫
~kψ˜(~k)ei∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k∫
ψ˜(~k)ei∆(~k,~r,t)d3~k
}
. (14)
We see that formally∇φ(~r, t) is the real part of the expec-
tation value of ~k, consistent to the interpretation given
by Eq. (7) in the real space.
D. Probability current in the momentum space
From Eqs. (2) and (9), the probability density can be
written in the form
ρ(~r, t) =
1
(2π)3
∫
ψ˜(~k)ei∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k
×
∫
ψ˜∗(~k)e−i∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k. (15)
From Eqs. (3), (14), and (15), the probability current
can be shown as
~j(~r, t) =
1
(2π)3
h¯
m
Re
{∫
~kψ˜(~k)ei∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k
×
∫
ψ˜∗(~k)e−i∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k
}
. (16)
We see that further evaluations of the flow velocity and
the probability current involve the following two integrals
I1 =
∫
ψ˜(~k)ei∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k, (17)
I2 =
∫
~kψ˜(~k)ei∆(
~k,~r,t)d3~k. (18)
E. Free-particle wave packets and the asymptotic
limit
The above formalism is general and exact. No approx-
imations have been made up to now. Next let us consider
a free-particle wave packet by specifying the dispersion
relation
ω(~k) =
h¯k2
2m
, (19)
which makes the phase given in Eq. (10) quadratic in ~k.
Completing the square, one gets
∆(~k,~r, t) = − h¯t
2m
(
~k − m~r
h¯t
)2
+
mr2
2h¯t
. (20)
In the asymptotic limit where t is large, the term
ei∆(
~k,~r,t) is highly oscillatory except in the vicinity of the
stationary wave vector
~ks =
m~r
h¯t
. (21)
Recall that ~r is the location of the virtual detector. In
this asymptotic limit I1 and I2 can be evaluated simply
I1 = ψ˜(~ks) exp
(
i
mr2
2h¯t
)(
2πm
h¯t
)3/2
e−i
3pi
4 , (22)
I2 = ~ksI1. (23)
We have used the Fresnel integral∫
e±ibx
2
d3~x =
(π
b
)3/2
e±i
3pi
4 , for b > 0. (24)
The asymptotic limit and the stationary phase condition
effectively disentangle the wave vector superpositions ap-
pearing in Eqs. (17) and (18).
Using Eq. (14) the flow velocity becomes
~v(~r, t) =
h¯
m
∇φ(~r, t) = h¯
m
Re
(
I2
I1
)
=
h¯~ks
m
=
~r
t
, (25)
4which is just the classical velocity for the particle flying
from the interaction center (where the wave packet is
created) to the virtual detector.
Using Eq. (16) the probability current becomes
~j(~r, t) =
1
(2π)3
h¯
m
Re (I∗1 I2)
=
(m
h¯
)3 ~r
t4
∣∣∣∣ψ˜
(
m~r
h¯t
)∣∣∣∣
2
=
(m
h¯
)2 1
t3
~ks
∣∣∣ψ˜ (~ks)∣∣∣2 . (26)
This formula links the probability current detected by a
VD at position ~r and time t, with the Fourier component
|ψ˜(~ks)|2 of the wave packet. It provides a practical way
of obtaining the Fourier components of free-particle wave
packets.
F. The differential momentum distribution
A virtual detector, located at position ~r, detects at
each time t the flow momentum of the wave passing
through it, as well as the probability current, which
is used as the weight of the corresponding momentum.
By accumulating the momentum and the corresponding
weight over time, one obtains the differential momentum
distribution. We now show that the momentum distri-
bution obtained this way, a scheme that resembles the
real experiments, is equivalent to Fourier transforming
the free-particle wave packet.
The total probability of particle detection is∫ ∞
0
[
~j(~r, t) · d~S
]
dt =
∫ [
~j(~r,~ks) · d~S
] ∣∣∣∣ dt
d3~ks
∣∣∣∣ d3~ks,
(27)
where d~S = rˆdS = rˆr2dΩ is the area element of the
detector, with dΩ the spanned solid angle. Therefore the
probability density of finding a particle within a small
momentum volume d3~ks around ~ks is
P (~ks) =
[
~j(~r,~ks) · d~S
] ∣∣∣∣ dt
d3~ks
∣∣∣∣
= j(~r,~ks)r
2dΩ
∣∣∣∣ dtk2sdksdΩ
∣∣∣∣ . (28)
Using the stationary phase relation given by Eq. (21),
we have
dt
dks
= −mr
h¯k2s
. (29)
Then the differential momentum distribution of Eq. (28),
after a few straightforward algebra steps, becomes pre-
cisely
P (~ks) =
∣∣∣ψ˜(~ks)∣∣∣2 . (30)
We have finished our proof that in the asymptotic limit,
the differential momentum distribution obtained by the
VD method is equivalent to Fourier transforming the
free-particle wave packet. This is the main result of this
paper.
III. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS
A. One-dimensional Gaussian wave packet
In this subsection we use a 1D Gaussian wave packet to
illustrate the flow velocity, the probability current, and
the asymptotic limit. The purpose is to help the reader to
better understand these physical quantities. For the sake
of convenience, we consider an electronic wave packet and
use atomic units, so h¯ = m = 1. (Note that atomic units
are used only in the current subsection III-A)
Consider a Gaussian wave packet with spatial width Γ
at time t = 0
Ψ(x, t = 0) =
1√
Γπ1/4
exp
(
− x
2
2Γ2
)
exp(ik0x), (31)
which centers at x = 0 and moves with group velocity
k0. The corresponding Fourier transform is
ψ˜(k) =
√
Γ
π1/4
exp
[
−Γ
2
2
(k − k0)2
]
. (32)
Using the 1D version of Eqs. (14), (17), (18), and (19),
we easily get
k(x, t) =
∂φ(x, t)
∂x
= Re
(
I2
I1
)
=
Γ4k0 + xt
Γ4 + t2
, (33)
which is the same as Eq. (14) of Ref. [15] using a different
approach. Note that this expression is valid for all t since
the asymptotic limit has not been applied. We see that
k(x, t = 0) = k0 and k(x, t → ∞) = x/t, the classically
expected velocity. We also see that the asymptotic limit
is fulfilled when the following two conditions are met:
xt ≫ Γ4k0 and t2 ≫ Γ4. Or we can combine them as
t≫ max{Γ2,Γ4k0/x}.
An illustration of k(x, t) is given in Fig. 2 for a fixed
VD position x = 20 a.u. The parameters of the wave
packet are chosen as k0 = 2 a.u., Γ = 1 a.u. (panel a)
and Γ = 2 a.u. (panel b). The red (solid) curve in each
panel is the velocity detected by the VD as a function of
time, viz. k(x, t) given by Eq. (33). The blue (dashed)
curve in each panel is the classically expected velocity,
given by x/t. When the asymptotic condition is met,
the velocity detected by the VD approaches the classical
velocity. One can check that the asymptotic condition
for each case is t ≫ 1 a.u. and t ≫ 4 a.u., respectively.
It is worth mentioning that in the asymptotic limit the
time t does not have to be macroscopic.
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FIG. 2: Velocity detected by a VD located at x = 20 a.u. The
Gaussian wave packet is moving with a group speed k0 = 2
a.u. The initial width of the wave packet is Γ = 1 a.u. (a)
and Γ = 2 a.u. (b). The red solid curve in each panel is the
velocity detected by the VD, given by Eq. (33). The blue
dashed curve in each panel is the classically expected velocity
x/t.
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FIG. 3: Probability current detected by a VD located at x =
20 a.u. as a function of time, corresponding to the same two
cases as Fig. 2.
For t = 0, k = k0 and is independent of the position of
the VD. Before reaching the asymptotic limit where a sin-
gle Fourier component dominates due to the stationary-
phase condition, the velocity detected by the VD, accord-
ing to Eq. (14), is the result of the superposition of all
Fourier components.
Using the 1D version of Eq. (16) the probability cur-
rent can be obtained simply
j(x, t) =
1
2π
h¯
m
Re(I∗1 I2)
=
Γk(x, t)√
π(Γ4 + t2)
exp
[
−Γ
2(x− k0t)2
Γ4 + t2
]
, (34)
where k(x, t) is given by Eq. (33). This result is the same
as Eq. (16) of Ref. [15]. Fig. 3 shows the probability
current passing through the VD corresponding to the two
cases of Fig. 2. Since the VD locates at x = 20 a.u. and
the wave packet moves with a group velocity of k0 =
2 a.u., one expects a peak probability current around
t = 10 a.u. Because the wave packet in the first case
(with Γ = 1 a.u.) is initially more localized in space
than the second case (with Γ = 2 a.u.), we expect the
first wave packet to spread more quickly than the second
one. Therefore the probability current shown in panel (a)
starts earlier and ends later in time than the one shown
in panel (b).
B. Free-particle wave packet in a laser field
In a strong-field experiment the interaction between
the laser field and the atomic or molecular target happens
in the laser focus. Interaction resultants, such as emitted
electrons, ionized atoms, molecular fragments, etc., fly
out from the laser focus to the detector, which has a
macroscopic distance from the laser focus. The detection
happens long after (∼ nanoseconds) the laser pulse (∼
femtoseconds) is over. In fact, during a laser pulse of a
few tens of femtoseconds, the resultants are deep inside
the focus, having no chance of experiencing the spatial
gradient of the laser focus before the laser pulse is over.
A virtual detector, in contrast, has the flexibility of
putting anywhere in space, including places inside the
laser focus. For the VD method being useful in reduc-
ing the computational load of strong-field processes, the
VDs have to be put inside the laser focus, with distances
from the interaction center much smaller than the length
of the numerical grid keeping the whole wave function.
Therefore it is important to understand what is detected
by a VD inside a laser field.
We consider here the simplest situation that a free-
particle wave packet is created at time t = 0 inside a
laser field (which may not be zero then). Then the theory
and formalism given in Section II apply to the current
situation, provided that some modifications are made.
Specifically, the dispersion relation in Eq. (19) needs to
be modified to
ω(~k, t) =
1
2h¯m
[
h¯~k − q ~A(t)
]2
, (35)
where q is the charge of the particle and ~A(t) is the vector
potential of the laser field. The spatial dependence of the
vector potential is not considered due to the reason just
explained above.
The phase of Eq. (20) becomes (with a subscript L
denoting for laser)
∆L(~k,~r, t) = ~k · ~r −
∫ t
0
ω(~k, t′)dt′
= ~k · ~r − h¯k
2t
2m
+ ~k · q
m
∫ t
0
~A(t′)dt′
− q
2
2h¯m
∫ t
0
A2(t′)dt′
≡ ~k · ~r − h¯k
2t
2m
+ ~k ·~l(t) + ξ(t). (36)
Two short hand notations ~l(t) and ξ(t) are introduced,
whose definitions can be seen comparing the third step
with the second step. The first two terms on the right
hand side are the same as those of the no-laser situation,
and the additional two terms are introduced by the laser
field. ~l(t) has the units of length and is the additional
displacement induced by the laser electric field from time
0 to t. ξ(t) is an additional phase.
6In the asymptotic limit when t is large, the phase is
highly oscillatory except in the vicinity of the stationary
~k vector, which, by requiring ∂∆L/∂~k = 0, is now
~ks =
m
h¯t
[
~r +~l(t)
]
. (37)
We see that the laser-introduced additional displacement
~l(t) enters into the picture. As explained above, and
demonstrated in Fig. 2, fulfilling the asymptotic condi-
tion does not necessarily conflict the configuration that
the VDs are put inside the laser focus and close to the
interaction center.
Following similar steps as in Section II-D and II-E, we
get the probability current detected by a VD located at
~r and at time t
~j(~r, t) =
(m
h¯
)2 1
t3
[
~ks − q
h¯
~A(t)
] ∣∣∣ψ˜(~ks)∣∣∣2 , (38)
which reduces to Eq. (26) as the laser field vanishes.
Eq. (38), together with Eq. (37), tells us how to de-
code the Fourier components of the free-particle wave
packet from the probability current detected by the VDs,
in the presence of a laser electric field.
IV. SUMMARY
We apply the recently emerging virtual detector
method to general free-particle wave packets. Although
the VD method has been used in several previous stud-
ies [15–20], analytical insights about the method itself
are lacking. Applying the method to free-particle wave
packets helps to obtain such insights.
A virtual detector is an imaginary device placed at
a fixed position in space and extracts information from
the wave passing through it. Information of interest in-
cludes (but not limits to) the particle velocity and the
probability current. The particle velocity is understood
as the flow velocity of the probability fluid. The prob-
ability current is the weight of the corresponding veloc-
ity. By accumulating the velocity/momentum and the
corresponding weight over time, differential momentum
distribution of the particle can be obtained. The main
result of the current paper is a proof that the momen-
tum distribution obtained by the VD method, a scheme
resembling real experiments, is equivalent to the normal
method of Fourier transforming the wave packet.
We also consider the situation of virtual detecting a
free-particle wave packet inside a laser field. We show
that the asymptotic velocity determined by the station-
ary phase condition, as well as the probability current,
will be modified by the laser electric field. Fourier compo-
nents of the wave packet, however, can still be obtained
from the detected probability current.
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